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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a full-scale leaching experiment which has been conductad at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) to study the release of radlonuclIdes from actual commercial reactor wests forms. While many studies
characterizing the leaching behavior of simulated laboratory scale waste forms hove bet*n performed, this program
represents one of the first attempts In the United States to quantify activity releases for real, fulI-sea18
waste forms.
INTRODUCTION
Typlcai full-scale (55 gallon drum size) waste
fcrms wera acquired by BNL from an 800 MWe boiling
water reactor (8WR) and an 830 HWe pressurized water
(PWR). The wasta streams Included PWR evaporator concentrate (boric acid wasta), BWR evaporator concentrate (sodturn sulfate wasta) and BWR evaporator
concentrate plus ion exchange resins. These waste
types were solIdlfled In masonry cement, Portland
type III cement, and vinyl ester-styrene (Dow polymer). Four representative waste stream-solidification agent combinations
were encompassed, as outlined
In Table I. ":'~Tabla !
Waste Type-SolIdlfIcatlon Agent
Combinations Employed In Full-Scale
Leaching Experiment

Counting data, along with Information relative to the
quantity of waste contained In each specimen as provided by the participating utilities, were used to
calculate the waste form activity Inventory. This
Information, In turn, served as the source term for
the full-scale leaching experiment. Additional Information on liquid waste analysis and source term determination are Included In Reference 1.
FACILITY
Radiation dose levels for the full-scale waste
forms are sufficiently high as to present a potential
exposure hazard to operating personnel. The ful Iscale leaching facility was designed therefore, to De
operated and monitored remotely. F'M'ng, sampling,
and draining operations as well as the monitoring of
liquid levels were conducted In a shielded control
room adjacent to the leaching cell. An overall schematic view of the facility may be seen In Fig. 1.
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The leaching tanks are centrifugally cast reinforced fiberglass equipped with tight fitting covers
to minimize evaporative losses. Each leach tank Is
fitted with a stainless steel support stand designed
to raise the waste form off the bottom, thus exposing
the majority of the waste form's bottom surface to
leachant.
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Samples of the liquid waste stream were acquired
at the time solidified specimens ware formulated.
These samples were analyzed by gamma spectroscopy for
radlonuclide concentration. The predominant Isotopes
revealed In these assays were Co-60 and Cs-137, with
smaller concentrartons of Cs-134, Mn-54, Ce-144,
Sr-90, Zn-65, Co-58, Co-57, and Sb-125, Identified.

In order to supply the large volumes of high
quality water necessary for the leaching of full-scale
waste forms, a water purification system was Installed
In the control room area. The system consists of a 5
micron filter, an activated carbon adsorption column
(for removal of organ Ics) and two mixed bed resin
deIonizers connected In series. The columns are
replaced whenever the resistivity of the water falls
below one megohm. In addition, an 850 IIter leachant
storage reservoir was Insta) l_ed,.to handle the volume
necessary for one complete leachant renewal cycle In
the event of a failure of the water purification
system. Datonlzad water flows from the purification
system through a paddle wheel flow transducer to a
leachant distribution manifold. The volume oj
leachant delivered Is displayed on a batch^HGIWUlator
meter. Flow rates through the system aveP
approximately 10 liters /minute.
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Allquots for I eachate analysis are taken remotely
by means of the leachate sampling system. This system
consists of -No dual channel variable speed peristaltic pumps, tygon tubing, and polypropylene three-way
stopcock valves. Each tank has a separate sampling
channel. Tubing Is arranged In a closed loop to
permit circulation of the leachate and thus promote
homogeneity prior to sampling. The peristaltic pumps
can be operated In raversa to allow purging and flushIng of the sampling lines, minimizing the cross-contamination of samples with I eachanti from previous
samples.

In the event that the operator falls to shut off
the supply of fresh leachant, a liquid level sensor
Installed In each tank provides an audible warning
signal prior to overflow of the tanks. Level sensors
also alert the operator when tanks are empty. If a
leak develops In one or more tanks, the leachate would
flow down the slightly graded floor and empty Into the
drain pits located below. A stainless steel curb
located along the perimeter of the experimental facility Is designed to retain any liquid spill.

I parhwtn Discharge Systam

The majority of existing experimental data cheiraeterlzlng the leaching properties of solidified radioactive waste has been generated through the study
of simulated laboratory scale specimens. Attempts
have been made to standardize the methods usod In
conducting these leaching experiments so that results
obtained may be evaluated on a common basis. Thei ANS
16.1 proposed standard "Measurement of the I.eachability of Solidified Low-Level Radioactive Wastes" 2 Is
one such attempt and thus, was selected for use In the
full-scale leaching experiment. In their recently
pub IIshed Technical PositIon on Wws+a Form r 3

At the end of each leaching Interval and after
the leachate sample has been taken, the remaining
leachate must be drained and fresh leachate supplied.
The leachate discharge system was designed to drain,
the tanks quickly (less then 20 minutes on average),
thus minimizing the time that the leaching specimens
areexposad to air. Leachate Is drawn from the tanks
by a positive displacement flexible Impel ler pump.
From the discharge side of the pump, leachate flows to
two drain pits, a temporary hold up tank, and then on
to the building's radioactive liquid waste system.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

cla'rtfying waste form lability requirements outlined
In 10 CFR 61, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
also specifies this method for leachablltty testing.
Leachate samples were analyzed by gamma spectroscopy. Cumulative fraction acttvlty releases
(£a n /A 0 ) w e calculated for each leaching Interval as the sum of the Individual Incremental releases
(Za n ) divided by the Initial activity present (A o )
In the waste form for each radlonucllde under consideration. These data are plotted as a function of
cumulative leaching time for a total of 127 days In
Figs. 2-5.
Leach test results are also calculated In terms
of "leachab!I!ty Index" as recomnendod In the ANS 16.1
method. This Index Is a d I metis I on I ess figure of merit
which quantifies the relative leachablltty for a given
waste type-solIdlflcatton agent. It can thus be used
as a basis for comparison of the radlonucllde retention capabilities of various solidification matrix
materials. In addition, as this parameter Is a function of actual leaching behavior It can be applied for
the model Ing of Isotope migration In shallow land
burial. On a plant scale, the leachablllty Index can
be employed as a means of demonstrating that waste
forms meet minimum quality assurance standards. As a
result, the NRC has Issued recommended minimum leachablllty Index specifications In support of 10 CFR 61
waste form stability requirements^.

:

The teachability Index far a given radlonucllde,
1, is given byi
L| - 1/7£

[log (8/0|)] n

(Eq. 1)

where:
1 cm2/sac (defined constant)
effective dlffuslvlty

The effective dlffusivlty Is calculated from tha
leach test data by application of the following
expressions
a
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(Eq. 2)
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PWR EVAFORATOR CONCENTRATE WASTE IN MASONRY CEMENT
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Fig. 2 Cumulative fraction release as a function of time for PWR evaporator concentrate waste In masonry cement
(Laach Tank #1).
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Fig. 3

Cumulative fraction release as a function of time fop BWR evaporator concentrate waste In Dow polymer
(Leach Tank #2).

BWR EVAPORATOR CONCENTRATE WASTE AND ION EXCHANGE RESIN
WASTE IN PORTLAND TYPE I E CEMENT
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Fig. 4 Cumulative fraction release as a function of time for BWR evaporator concentrate + Ion exchange resin
waste In port I and -Type III cement (Leach Tank « ) .

Laachates from the BWR vinyl ester-styrene (Dow
^polymer) waste form contain the sanvs Isotopes as those
presant In cement leachates, with tha addition of Mn54. Leachabtltty from the vinyl ester-styrene waste
form was less element dependent than from cement waste
forms, I.e., there was Just over one order of magnitude difference separating Isotopes displaying the
greatest and least cumulative fraction release. This
can be attrIbuted to the fact that, un11ke cement, the
Dow polymer system does not chemically combine with
thfa Incorporated waste. During the solidification
process, an emulsion Is formed between the waste and
binder which, upon curing, physically encapsulates the
waste and retards teachability. Cumulative fractional
releases of both cesium Isotopes from the vinyl esterstyrene waste form sere In the range of 10~2, approximately one ordar of magnitude lower than those
measured for an equivalent cement waste form. The Co60 cumulatlttve fraction release, however, was approximately 3 times'greater for the Dow than for the
equivalent cement waste form. Again, this difference
Is attributed to the different methods of waste encapsulation In the two waste forms.
Not a 11 of the radlonuclIdes present In each
waste form are Indicated In the leaching data. The
radlonuclIdes for which leaching data are not shown
were not present In the leachate above detection
limits (for reasonable counting tlisss). This may be
due to low leach rates, small Initial concentration In
the waste forms, or a combination of thssa factors.
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Fig. 5 Cumulative fraction release as a function of time for BWR evaporator concentrate waste In portland type
type III C8ment (Leach Tank #4).

Values for the teachability Index were calculated over the first seven leaching Intervals as
recommended^ and are summarized In Table II. These
data meet the proposed NRC minimum teachability Index
criteria (>. 6.0) within the limits of experimental
error.
Table II
Full-Scale teachability Index Values
Inriax
Leaching
Tank <a) Co-60

Cs-137

L

Hn-54

1

9.7

6.0

5.9

ND«».

2

10.7

9.6

9.6

10.6

3

11.3

6.5

6.6

ND

4

11.1

6.2

6.2

ND

a) 1 = PWR concentrate waste In masonry cement
2 - BWR concentrate waste In Dow polymer
3 = BWR concentrate + Ion exchange resin waste In
portI and type 111 cement
4 * BWR concentrate waste In portland type III
cement
b) ND • Mn-54 contained In waste form but not detected
In leachates

CONCLUSIONS
Leachates from both BWR and F/fR cement waste
forms indicate measurable release;; of Cs-137, Cs-134
and Co-60. In each case the cumulative fractional
releases for both cesium Isotopes were similar, as
expected, and were between two and three orders of
magnitude greater than that of cobalt. After 127 days
of leaching, cumulative fractional activity releases
of Cs-137 and Cs-134 for all cement waste forms tested
was of the order of 10"'. Cumulative fractional
activity releases of Co-60 for these same waste forms
ranged between 10" 3 and 10" 4 . The extremely low
leachablllty of Co-60 Is attributed to Its chemical
Interaction within the cement matrix and the resultant
formation of compounds «f low solubility.
The full-scale data show that the relationship
between cesium and cobalt leachablllty In cement Is
not closely tied to the waste composition (sodium
sulfate or boric acid) In which the radlonuclIdes are
contained. Previous laboratory-scale studies Involving the leaching of radioactive tracers from cement
waste forms'*>5 n a v e a | so sn own similar relationships
In the leachablllty of these Isotopes. Thus,-It Is
evident that the Interactions between the radlonucl Idas and matrix material predominate over the effects of waste composition In determining radlonuclIde
leachablllty for cement waste forms.
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